
CUSTOM WATERMARK LETTERHEAD PAPER

When it comes to stationery, nothing is more sophisticated than a watermark. A watermark communicates a of 14
results for Custom Watermark Paper.

Select the Custom Watermark option at the bottom of the drop-down menu. Classic Linen Writing All of our
letterheads are printed with laser safe inks, so that running them through your digital printer will not result in
the existing printing to smear or run on the paper. Line spacing Lines should be spaced 3 points 0. Random
Watermark appears randomly throughout the sheet in no particular order. All water marked paper is only
available in 24 lb. Staggered Staggered watermarks are produced in the same manner as paraded marks, but
usually in a diagonal relationship. Combination Watermark A Combination Private Watermark is one that
includes both wire and shaded elements, giving the mark more depth and flexibility of design. Wire marks are
an excellent choice for designs with fine intricate details. Double-click the area near the top of the document to
open the header. Reproduces beautifully on all of Neenah's writing papers, including cotton content, post
consumer recycled, and sulphite fiber sheets. They can be localized or random. Artwork is best submitted as
Acrobat files PDF Alternate file formats may be submitted but may require extra processing time. Anything in
this section is pure suggestion, but hopefully it gave you some ideas for personalizing your header and making
it more professional-looking. Watermarks are very rarely used in your position, but it might be helpful to
know how to do it, just in case. Shaded Wire Watermark A Wire Watermark is typically tin line art or type,
and the mark is lighter than the paper. Your custom watermark is virtually indistinguishable from a traditional
watermark. This will open the Format Shape Panel on the right side of the screen. Privacy Policy Now you can
have your own customized watermarked stationery in 3 to 4 weeks. Click anywhere between the logo and the
text, and then press and hold the Shift key. Shaded Watermark A Shaded Watermark allows for larger areas to
be utilized. Traditional "Genuine" Watermarks The Traditional Genuine Watermark is a pattern embedded
into the paper structure itself, pressed in by a roller-mounted die called a dandy roll while the loose fibers are
still wet -- hence, the name "watermark". It is an extension of your corporate image. If you don't know how to
access the shared dropbox folders, contact your current Recording Secretary. It appears darker than the rest of
the paper when placed on a flat surface. The shaded mark looks more opaque or darker than the surrounding
paper when held to the light and lighter than the paper surrounding it when placed on a flat surface. Note
Make sure you put that your president is the president of the Gamma Sigma chapter only! After you approve
your artwork, we provide a real sample of your watermarked stationery to authorize final production. I would
suggest not stretching it out to fit the entire top of the page; it will appear stretched and pixelated upon
printing. I would recommend your desktop. Click Select Picture, find your saved logo, and then click Insert.
To design a header Place your cursor underneath the picture. Note Since you can't match the purple and gold
perfectly as they appear in the logo, I would suggest staying away from those colors in your line. We will send
you these samples in about 5 days after receiving your finished artwork. Check the Text watermark option.
Watermarks should be no wider than 6", side to side and 10" top to bottom. Download it to some easily found
place on your computer.


